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Details Reporting Heat Map

Email Performance
See how your emails are doing with your audience. Compare your results to the industry average.

Recommendations
Here are some things we think would help this campaign even more.

Sent IHANY Monthly:…  June 2022 Copy Share on Social 

Sent

2022
Open Rate

20.5%
Click Rate

0.3%
Opens 354

Sent 2022

Bounces 292

Successful Deliveries 1730

Clicks 6

Did Not Open 1376

Unsubscribed 1

Spam Reports 0

Desktop Open Percentage 85% Mobile Open Percentage 15%

Social Share

Try sharing your email in a social post to get your message out there to a broader audience. It is
a free post that says "I'm here!"
Create a Facebook Lead Ad

People want to connect with you! Start gathering their contact information from Facebook and
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 Who we are...
The Innovative Health Alliance of New York, LLC. (IHANY) is a

collaboration among doctors, health systems, and health care providers
in New York’s Capital Region aimed at improving the health of the

communities we serve by working together in new, more coordinated
ways. In today’s evolving health care landscape, clinical integration is
essential to achieving better health for the community, better care for

individuals, and lower costs of health care.

This Month's Priorities
As an ACO, it is important that we bring focus to addressing the needs
of our patients with the highest disease burden... In April, the IHANY
team began sharing reports centered on managing these members and
addressing their risk and quality gaps. We shared how we will be managing
this data with our primary care physician (PCP) practice leads through
feedback and bi-monthly meetings. If you have any questions around this
process please reach out to Brian Pinga

Annual Wellness Visits: Addressing Annual
Wellness Visits (AWV) for our Medicare (ACO
and Advantage) populations is a year- round
effort. Our target for CY 2022 is 50%. The
IHANY team has developed a Medicare AWV
Patient Education document you can utilize for
outreach and education. Right-click the image
to the right to access. If you would like copies,
posters, or have any other questions, please
reach out to Brian Pinga.
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Have Feedback?
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Do Not Sell My Personal Information Share Screen

Click-Through Distribution
When a contact clicks a link in your email, we'll show you the stats here.

Send History
History of this email being sent including how many people it was sent to.

Template Name: CoronavirusResponse_PT15731

Instagram.
Advertise on Google

Reach customers searching for products or services like yours on Google and only pay for actual
clicks.

Link Unique Clicks Distribution

https://www.sphp.com/location/st-peters-musculoskeletal-medicine 2 33.3%

https://files.constantcontact.com/d72a5aee401/bf74e0a6-e7e3-4236-
bbfe-185b42b6a219.pdf?rdr=true

2 33.3%

https://www.health.ny.gov/diseases/cancer/services/ 1 16.7%

https://www.sphp.com/find-a-service-or-specialty/sports-injuries 1 16.7%

Total Click-throughs 6 100%

Date Sent Count Status

Wed, Jun 1, 2022 12:11 pm EDT 2022 Your email has been successfully sent.
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